The effect of interpolation and perceptual difficulty on the visual potentials evoked by illusory figures.
Completion is the process by which the brain unifies and segregates the parts of an incomplete form. It is qualified as amodal when the form is placed behind an obstacle and modal when the form is at the foreground and closed by illusory contours. The N1, and sometimes the N2, deflections of the visual evoked potentials are known to be larger for modal figures, such as the Kanizsa triangle, than for control figures. This result is generally linked to completion or illusory contours, but it could also be related to a third process: the interpolation of the form by connecting its separate parts. To test the influence of interpolation, a modal triangle, an amodal triangle, a figure with outlined inducers, and a no-triangle figure were randomly presented to 26 subjects. The N1 evoked by the three triangle figures were all larger than the N1 to the no-triangle figure. These results suggest that the N1 amplitude is largely determined by the possibility of interpolating a form in the figure. The greatest N1 to the modal figure further suggests that interpolation may be increased by modal completion and decreased by the features that diminish the saliency of triangle in the amodal figure and the figure with outlined inducers. On the other hand, the largest N2 was evoked by the amodal figure. This effect may index processes activated in response to the great difficulty in perceiving the triangle in the amodal figure, a difficulty that is initially caused by a conflict of perceptions characterizing this figure.